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Abstract. The Computational Nuclear Physics group at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is

developing a new tool, named ‘Kiwi’, that is intended as an interface between the covariance data increasingly

available in major nuclear reaction libraries (including ENDF and ENDL) and large-scale Uncertainty Quantifi-

cation (UQ) studies. Kiwi is designed to integrate smoothly into large UQ studies, using the covariance matrix

to generate multiple variations of nuclear data. The code has been tested using critical assemblies as a test case,

and is being integrated into LLNL’s quality assurance and benchmarking for nuclear data.

1 Introduction

Covariance matrices for nuclear reaction data are receiv-
ing renewed interest from the international collaboration
of cross section evaluators, resulting in a dramatic increase
over the past few years in the amount and quality of covari-
ances available in major nuclear reaction libraries (notably
including the forthcoming ENDF/B-VII.1 library [1]). This
increased interest in covariances comes in response to nu-
clear data users, who require good estimates of nuclear
data uncertainties in order to provide realistic uncertainty
estimates when simulating real-world designs.

At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, we are
seeking to utilize these newly-available covariances in or-
der to support the lab’s strong effort to improve uncertainty
quantification. LLNL is in process of developing an exten-
sive framework for Quantitative Measurement of Uncer-
tainty (QMU) studies. This ‘UQ Pipeline’ has the ambi-
tious goal of pulling together all measured data and uncer-
tainties, and also accounting for model uncertainties and
potential unknown systematic errors, in order to produce
realistic uncertainty intervals on the final result of a sim-
ulation. The UQ pipeline promises to give more realis-
tic answers to real-world problems including the perfor-
mance and safety of weapons and nuclear reactors. It also
increases the demand on the existing nuclear data infras-
tructure at LLNL, requiring more flexible handling of nu-
clear data as well as much more detailed uncertainties and
covariances as input.

In this paper, we will present an overview of our ef-
forts to meet the needs of large-scale sensitivity studies
using the UQ pipeline. We will discuss three projects at
LLNL that are focusing on improving the handling of nu-
clear data for UQ studies: Kiwi, a project for applying co-
variance matrices, Fudge2.0, which streamlines modifying
and processing data for applications, and the new Gener-
alized Nuclear Data format (GND), which is designed to
modernize and simplify the storage and handling of nu-
clear data, replacing several older systems.
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2 Introduction to Kiwi

LLNL’s Kiwi application is designed to be an interface be-
tween nuclear data covariances and UQ studies. Kiwi can
be used to search LLNL’s ENDL library for available co-
variance matrices, and then used to make ‘realizations’ by
varying the nuclear data based on a user’s request, within
the limits of the covariance matrix. Kiwi can also be used
to process the resulting realizations into the binary formats
required for use by simulation codes, thus helping to au-
tomate the process of varying nuclear data inputs for UQ
studies.

Kiwi was created by J. Pruet in 2007 to assist in var-
ious QMU studies in support of NNSA campaigns. In its
original form, Kiwi used a very small (∼ 6 material) library
of cross section uncertainties either taken from the Neutron
Standards project or from in-house estimates. These uncer-
tainties were extended into full covariances inside Kiwi by
assuming that each uncertainty is accompanied by a corre-
lation matrix whose elements are given by:

Ri j = exp(|Ei − E j|/∆E) (1)

where Ei is the mean energy of the ith bin and ∆E is a user
imposed correlation length. This version of Kiwi was used
successfully in several other covariance studies by J. Pruet
before the project was taken over by D. Brown in 2009.
D. Brown extended Kiwi to read and sample from the full
covariance matrices added to ENDL2009. These covari-
ances were no longer ad-hoc constructions as in the orig-
inal Kiwi, but rather were the full evaluated covariances
from the ENDF/B-VII.0 and Low-Fidelity covariance li-
braries [2]. In 2010, D. Brown and T. Luu used this new
version of Kiwi to perform a proof-of-principle study of
the Jezebel critical assembly, and this study is given as an
example project in the Kiwi source distribution.

The basic algorithm used by Kiwi is relatively simple.
For a single variation, the code requires an (absolute) co-
variance matrix M containing the average uncertainties and
covariances in each energy interval for a single reaction
cross section, and also requires a vector V representing the
user’s requested variation. For an n×n covariance matrix,
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results arise directly from the anti-correlations in the co-
variance matrix, reflecting the fact that, according to the
correlation matrix, an increase in the cross section in both
regions simultaneously is unphysical. We note that this is
the desired behavior when sampling a normalized proba-
bility distribution, where an increase in one region must
be accompanied by an equal decrease at another energy to
preserve the normalization. For sampling a single reaction
cross section, however, the physical meaning of the result
in Fig. 2 is less clear.

Fig. 2 demonstrates both that the Kiwi results depend
strongly on the input covariance matrices, and also that
strong anti-correlations in the matrix cause trouble when
using Kiwi to obtain realizations of reaction cross sections.
This example uses the U234(n,2n) covariance matrix from
the ENDL-2009 library, which was originally taken from
the ‘low-fidelity’ covariance estimates [2], produced in or-
der to provide covariances for the many materials in ma-
jor reaction libraries that do not yet contain evaluated co-
variance matrices. The strong anti-correlations in the low-
fidelity covariance matrix appear to be the result of prop-
agating model parameter uncertainties into a covariance
matrix, without taking experimental data into account (no
experimental data for U234 (n,2n) appear in the EXFOR
database, although data for the competing (n,fission) chan-
nel are available). The Kiwi results suggest to us that the
strong anti-correlations between (n,2n) at different ener-
gies should be treated with caution.

Since anti-correlations in the original covariance ma-
trix lead to unexpected results, Kiwi provides alternate op-
tions for creating variations. The user may choose to re-
ceive a warning whenever a matrix containing anti-correla-
tions is used to generate a realization. Kiwi also offers the
option of disregarding the off-diagonal terms and comput-
ing the variation solely based on the diagonal terms (the
variances). This option should be used with caution, how-
ever, since much of the information encoded in the co-
variance matrix will be lost. In the future, we hope that
as new evaluations with covariances are produced, these
work-arounds will become less important.

3.1 Integrating Kiwi into Sensitivity Studies

Before nuclear data can be used by deterministic or Monte
Carlo production codes at LLNL, the data must first be
converted into ENDL format, then processed and stored
in the proper binary file formats. Thus, Kiwi must be able
not only to generate nuclear data realizations, but also to
handle the subsequent processing. Kiwi is therefore built
upon LLNL’s code ‘Fudge’, which was written with the
goal of simplifying the creation and processing of nuclear
data libraries. Fudge was written in python over the past
decade, and was designed without any covariance capabil-
ities. Kiwi extends Fudge, inheriting the processing and
data management capabilities and also adding the ability
to handle covariances and generate realizations.

The full strength of Kiwi is seen when it is used in
conjunction with the UQ pipeline to perform a sensitivity
study. Tools such as Dakota [3] and PSUADE perform a
self-directed search to explore the sensitivities of a prob-
lem to each input parameter of interest. Along with Kiwi,
these tools can be used to explore the sensitivities of real-
world applications to nuclear data, and produce realistic

estimates of how nuclear data impacts the overall uncer-
tainty.

Applying Kiwi to a sensitivity study requires some ini-
tial effort from the user, who must decide first how to re-
duce the nuclear data into a set of input parameters, and
second how to handle the model results. For example, the
user may decide to vary a reaction channel by 1σ at all en-
ergies, or may split the channel into several energy regions
varying independently.

4 Future Work

As previously mentioned, Kiwi is built upon the older code
Fudge, which is used to make creating and processing nu-
clear data libraries simpler. Both Fudge and Kiwi were
written to use data in LLNL’s ENDL format. In the mean-
time, however, a new project is underway at the lab to cre-
ate a modern format intended to replace ENDL and ENDF,
as well as multiple processed data forms. The ‘GND’ (Gen-
eralized Nuclear Data) format represents nuclear reaction
information in a hierarchy intended to be both human-read-
able and also simple to integrate into production codes.
GND is also designed with large-scale UQ studies in mind:
variations in nuclear data inputs using the new format will
be much simpler than the current format (at LLNL the full
library must currently be rewritten to a new binary file
whenever any cross section is modified, adding substantial
overhead to UQ studies).

The improved GND format will also impact Kiwi. In
particular, the new format will store many more types of
covariance data than are currently available in the ENDL
library. ENDL stores only reaction self-correlations, ex-
cluding all cross-correlation terms between reactions or
between different materials. As these cross-terms become
available, Kiwi must be extended to make use of them.
This improvement may prove most important when decid-
ing how to adjust cross sections while maintaining energy
balance: if all reaction cross terms are available, the re-
sulting full covariance matrix will encode all information
needed to adjust one reaction channel while still maintain-
ing the same total cross section.

5 Conclusions

The Kiwi code improves nuclear data handling at LLNL
by permitting the use of covariance matrices when varying
nuclear data for sensitivity studies. Kiwi has begun to be
applied towards finding realistic uncertainty estimates for
real-world applications. At the same time, several impor-
tant improvements to the code are underway, primarily by
expanding the types of covariance data that the code can
use as input, and by making sensitivity studies simpler and
more flexible.

This work was performed under the auspices of the
U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore Labo-
ratory under Contract DE-AC52- 07NA27344.
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